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V 
ABSTRACT 
Terminal-state tracking optimal control problems for linear and semilinear parabolic 
equations are studied. The control objective is to track a desired terminal state and the 
control is of the distributed type. A distinctive feature of this work is that the controlled 
state and the target state are allowed to have nonmatching boundary conditions. 
In the linear case, analytic solution formulae for the optimal control problems are 
derived in the form of eigen series. Pointwise-in-time L2 norm estimates for the optimal 
solutions are obtained and approximate controllability results are established. Exact 
controllability is shown when the target state and the controlled state have matching 
boundary conditions. One-dimensional computational results are presented which il­
lustrate the terminal-state tracking properties for the solutions expressed by the series 
formulae. 
In the semilinear case, the existence of an optimal control solution is shown. The 
dynamics of the optimal control solution is analyzed. Error estimates are obtained for 
semidiscrete (spatially discrete) approximations of the optimal control problem in two 
and three space dimensions. A gradient algorithm is discussed and numerical results are 
presented. 
1 
1 INTRODUCTION 
In this thesis we study terminal-state tracking optimal control problems for linear 
and semilinear second order parabolic partial differential equations (PDE) defined over 
the time interval [0, T] C [0, oo) and on a bounded, C2 (or convex) spatial domain 
fZ C Md, d = 1 or 2 or 3. Let a target function W G L2(Cl) and an initial condition 
w € L2(fî) be given and let / € L2((0, T) x 0) denote the distributed control. We 
wish to find a control / that drives the state to W at time T. We will use the optimal 
control approach. Obviously, the topics we study are closely related the to exact and 
approximate controllability problem. 
In Chapter 2 the linear optimal control problems we study are to minimize the 
terminal-state tracking functional 
J ( U J )  =  %  f  l«(2\x) - W ( x ) \ 2 d x +  1  f  f  \ f ( t , x ) \ 2 d x d t  (1.1) 
2i J £2 <w J 0 </ 
or 
£ ( U J )  = ? f  K?\x)-W ( x ) \ 2 d x  +  ^  f  f  -  F ( t , x ) \ 2 d x d t  (1.2) 
l v/fi I Jo Jn 
(where 7 is a positive constant and F is a given reference function) subject to the 
parabolic PDE 
ut — div [A(x)Vu] = /, (i,x) e (0,T) x 0 (1.3) 
with the homogeneous boundary condition 
u  = 0, (t,x) 6  ( 0 , T )  x  d f l  (1.4) 
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and the initial condition 
u(0, x) = u>(x), x G fi. (1.5) 
In (1.3), A(x) is a symmetric matrix-valued, C1(fi) function that is uniformly positive 
definite. 
Similar optimal control problems have been studied in the literature from different 
aspects or in different settings. For instance, in [19] the existence and regularity of 
an optimal solution was studied; in [1] the connection between optimal solutions and 
controllability was examined, and in [26] eigenseries solutions were studied wherein the 
control / was assumed to belong to a bounded set in L2((0, T) x Q) (due to the bound-
edness constraint the tracking functional of [26] did not contain the term involving /.) 
Both optimal control problems and controllability problems are studied in this paper. 
Our main achievements concerning optimal control problems include: the introduction 
of an F in (1.2) that results in an optimal solution that approaches the target more effec­
tively (even for t « T and moderate parameter 7;) the derivation and justification of 
explicit eigenseries solution formulae for optimal solutions; pointwise-in-time estimates 
for optimal solutions and the approximate controllability properties for the optimal so­
lutions. A distinctive feature of this work is that the desired terminal-state W and the 
admissible state u are allowed to have nonmatching boundary conditions, though the 
reference function F needs be suitably chosen in the formulation of cost functional (1.2) 
(the details about the choice of F will be revealed in Section 2.1.) 
Terminal-state tracking problems are optimal control problems in their own right. 
They are also closely related to approximate and exact controllability problems which 
were studied in, among others, [1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 21, 22, 23, 24]. 
As mentioned in the foregoing the boundary value for the target state W may be nonzero 
so that the parabolic problem (1.3)—(1.5) in general is not exactly controllable when the 
solution for (1.3)—(1.5) is defined in the standard weak sense (see [6]). Contributions of 
3 
this work on controllability consist of the proof of approximate controllability when the 
target state has an inhomogeneous boundary value and the derivation of explicit series 
solution formulae for the exact controllability problem when the target state vanishes 
on the boundary. 
The plan of Chapter 2 is described as follows. In Section 2.1 we formulate the 
optimal control problems and controllability problems in an appropriate mathematical 
framework. In Section 2.2 we review and establish certain results concerning eigenfunc-
tion expansions for both spatial and temporal-spatial functions. In Section 2.3 we derive 
explicit eigenseries solution formulae for the optimal control problems. In Section 2.4 
we derive pointwise-in-time estimates for the optimal solutions and show that as the pa­
rameter 7 —> 0, the optimal solutions at the terminal time T approach the target state 
W. In Section 2.5 we justify eigenseries solution formulae for the exact controllability 
problem by assuming homogeneous boundary values for the target state. In Section 2.6 
we present some one-dimensional computational results that illustrate the terminal-state 
tracking properties for the solutions expressed by the series formulae of Section 2.3. 
In Chapter 3 we study terminal-state tracking optimal control problems for a semi-
linear second order parabolic partial differential equation: minimize the terminal-state 
tracking functional 
J ( U J )  =  i* f  H T , x )  - W ( x ) \ 2 d x  +  ^  f  f \ f ( t , x )  -  F ( t , x ) \ 2 d x d t  (1.6) 
2/ J ÇL £ «/ 0 J Çï 
(where 7 is a positive constant and F is a given reference function) subject to the 
parabolic PDE 
ut  — div [A(x)Vw] + $(w) + o(x)u = /, (i,x) € (0, T) x 0 (1.7) 
with the homogeneous boundary condition 
u = 0, (i,x) G (0, T) x dVt (1.8) 
4 
and the initial condition 
u(0,x) = tw(x), x G 0. (1.9) 
In (1.7), A(x) is a symmetric matrix-valued, C1($l) function that is uniformly positive 
definite and 
o(x) € I°°(0), o(x) > -Ci (1.10) 
where C\ is a positive constant. We assume that the function $(u) € C1(1R) satisfies 
the conditions 
where Ml5 M2, /u0 > 0 and p0 > 2. 
Null and approximate controllability of the semilinear heat equation were studied 
in [7, 10, 11] (In a null controllability problem one seeks a control / such that the 
corresponding initial-boundary problem possesses a solution u with u(T) = 0). In those 
papers they assumed that the control acts on any open and nonempty subset of $1 or on 
a part of the boundary. Approximate controllability was also studied in [3] in which the 
distributed control acts on the whole domain. 
Chapter 3 is organized as follows. In Section 3.1 we formulate the semilinear optimal 
control problems in an appropriate mathematical framework. In Section 3.2 we prove 
the existence of an optimal solution. In Section 3.3 we show that the optimal solution 
at the terminal time T approaches the target state W as the parameter 7 -> 0, i.e. the 
optimal solution is a solution of approximate controllability problem. In Section 3.4 we 
discretize the spatial variables by finite element methods and consider dynamics of the 
semidiscrete optimal solution. In Section 3.5 we introduce a two-dimensional algorithm 
based on the gradient method to compute the optimal solution; we also will present 
some computational results. 
5>'(tf) > 0 and Mi\u\Po + M2\u\ > $(u) • u > (jlq\u\Po (1.11) 
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2 LINEAR OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS 
Following the plan outlined in chapter 1 we study in this chapter the linear opti­
mal control problems of minimizing the terminal-state tracking functional (1.1) or (1.2) 
subject to the linear parabolic equations (1.3)—(1.5). 
2.1 Formulation of optimal control and controllability prob­
lems 
Throughout we freely make use of standard Sobolev space notations H m ( f l )  and 
Hq(£1). We denote the norm for Sobolev space Hm(Q,) by || • ||m. Note that = 
L2(Cl) so that || • 11o is the L2(Cl) norm. We will need the temporal-spatial function space 
#2'X(0,T) X n) = {v 6 Z):(0,r;#2(n)) : u, € ^(0,T;^(fl))}. 
A temporal-spatial function v ( t ,  x) often will be simply written as v ( t ) .  
Functional (1.1) can be written as 
J  ( " J )  =  f IW T )  -  W \ \ l  + 2 /oT||/(<)||5*. (2.1.1) 
Regarding functional (1.2) the idea for constructing the reference function F is that 
we first choose a reference function U(t,x) satisfying U(T, x) = W (i.e., U is a given 
path that reaches W at time T) and then set 
F  =  U t -  div [A(x)W] in [0, T ]  x 0. 
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However, W  (and thus U )  in general does not vanish on the boundary. The series method 
to b e  s t u d i e d  i n  t h i s  p a p e r  w i l l  i n v o l v e  e i g e n s e r i e s  e x p r e s s i o n s  f o r  r e f e r e n c e  f u n c t i o n s  F  
and U. The validity of these expressions requires U to vanish on the boundary. To 
resolve this difficulty we choose the reference function F = F^ (which is dependent 
on 7) as follows. We first choose a one-parameter set of functions {W^ : 7 > 0} C 
H2(Çl) A i?o(fi) such that 
||M^)-iy||o-»0 337-4.0. (2.1.2) 
(If W  6 H 2 ( C L )  n H q( ( 1 ) ,  then we may simply choose —  W  that is independent of 
7 .  I n  g e n e r a l ,  W  h a s  a n  i n h o m o g e n e o u s  b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n  a n d  a p p r o x i m a t e s  W  
in the L2(CL) sense.) Next, for each given 7 > 0, we choose a function V^(i,x) that 
satisfies 
yM € Z:(0,T; #:(()) n#J(n)), € ^(0,T;^(n)), 
(2.1.3) 
yh)(T) = in 0; 
in other words, is an arbitrarily chosen smooth path that reaches at time T .  
By virtue of (2.1.2)-(2.1.3) we have 
||yW(T) - ^ ||o -^0 as 7 0. (2.1.4) 
We also assume that 
||y^(0)||O < C where C > 0 is a constant independent of 7. (2.1.5) 
The choices of a that satisfies (2.1.3), (2.1.4) and (2.1.5) are certainly non vacuous, 
e.g., the steady-state function is a particular and convenient choice. 
Here we allow more general choices of such a path V^\t, •) than the steady-state one. 
The reference function F is now defined by 
F = FW = if) - div [A(x)VyW] in (0, T) x . (2.1.6) 
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Functional (1.2) may be written 
£(«, /) = |ll«(r) - + }fT 11/(0 - mil! * 
T (2.1.7) 
= |||u(r) - VfIIJ + ! jf ||/(<) - jfV ™(t) - div [A(x)Vl/h>(i)][«!t. 
The solution to the constraint equations (1.3)—(1.5) is understood in the following 
weak sense: 
Definition 2.1.1 Let f G Z>2((0, T); L2(fi)) anc? to G L2(ÇÏ) be given, u is said to be a 
solution of (1.3)-(1.5) ifu G L2((0, T)\ Hq(£1)), ut  G £2((0, T); i7_1(f2)), and u satisfies 
{ut(t), 0) + jf [A(x)Vti(i)] • V<Hx 
= (/(;),<# ^(n), a.e. ( € (0,T) ^8) 
w ( 0 )  —  w  i n  0  
where {•,•} denotes the duality pairing between i7_1(fi) and 
Remark 2.1.2 A weak solution in the sense of Definition 2.1.1 belongs to C([0,T]; L2(fi)); 
see [6]. 
An admissible element for the optimal control problem is a pair (it, /) that satisfies 
the initial boundary value problem (2.1.8). The precise definition is given as follow. 
Definition 2.1.3 Let w G L2(Q) be given. A pair (u,f ) is said to be an admissible ele-
menfE ^ ((0, T); #J(n)), %, € ^((0, T); / G I"((0, T); ^ ((1)), onj («, /) 
satisfies equation (2.1.8). The set of all admissible elements is denoted by Vad((0, T), w) 
o r  s i m p l y  V A d -
The optimal control problems we study can be concisely stated as 
seek a pair ( û , f )  G Vad such that J { u , f )  = inf J ( u , f )  
(Op,) ("'/)€V« 
where the functional J is defined by (2.1.1). 
8 
and 
seek a pair (w, /) € Vad such that K{u,f) — inf I C ( u , f )  
(0P2) 
where the functional K, is defined by (2.1.7). 
The existence and uniqueness of optimal solutions for (0P1) and (0P2) follow from 
classical optimal control theories (see, e.g., [19]:) 
Theorem 2.1.4 Assume that w E L2(ÇÏ) and W E L2(Q). Then there exists a unique 
solution (û, /) E Vad to (OP1) and to (OP2). If, in addition, w E Hq(£1), then u E 
#2'i((0,T) xfl). 
The approximate and exact controllability problems are formulated as follows: 
seek a one-parameter set {(ite, f t )  : e > 0} C V ad 
(AP-CON) 
such that lim \ \ u t ( T )  —  W \ \ 0 = 0 
and 
(EX-CON) seek a pair ( u , f )  E Vad such that u{T) = W in 0. 
Of course, exact controllability, whenever it holds, implies approximate controllability. 
In particular, if w and W belong to Hq(CI), then the exact controllability holds. 
Theorem 2.1.5 Assume that w E iJg(O). Then (EX-CON) has a solution if and only 
,y ^E^i(n). 
proof: If (EX-CON) has a solution (u, /), then regularity for parabolic PDEs ([6, p.360, 
Theorem 5; p.288, Theorem 4]) implies u E H2,1(Q) and u E C([0, T]; i7x(0)) so that 
W = u{T) E H1^). Since it = 0 on (0, T) x dfl, we have that 
11^111/2,80 = tlim_ ||«(T) - u(<)|| 1/2,80 < c^lim ||u(T) - tx(<)||i = 0 
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where || • ||i/2,3n denotes the norm for the Sobolev space H 1 / 2 ( d V l ) .  Thus, W  €  /?o(0). 
Conversely, assume that W G Hq(Q). Let u be a function satisfying 
« e #^((o, r) x n), û = o on (o, T) x an, «|*=o = w e ^(n). 
The existence of such a u is guaranteed by the trace theorem [20, Vol. II, p.18, Theorem 
2.3] or by the existence and regularity results (see [6]) for the parabolic problem 
u t  —  A u  = 0 in (0, T )  x  f l ,  
< u = 0 on (0, T) x dO., 
u\t=o = W . 
Likewise, there exists a û satisfying 
ue ^2,1((0,r) xO), u = 0 on (0, T) x <90, u\t=T = WeH*(n). 
We choose a function 0  =  0 ( t )  € C°°[0, T ]  such that 
4(f) = 1 v<e[0,T/3], 
' 0 < ^ ) < 1  V^€[T/3,2r/3], 
o(t) = o Vie[2T/3,r] 
and set 
u  =  0 ( t ) u  +  [1 —  6 { t ) ] u  in (0, T) x $1. 
Clearly, 
u  €  0, T )  x  Ç ï ) ,  u  = 0 on (0, T )  x 3 0 , , u|t=o = w , u\t=T — W. 
By defining 
/ = - div M(x)V«] € ^ ((0, T) x fl) 
we see that (m, /) solves the exact controllability problem (EX-CON). 
Remark 2.1.6 In the statement of the exact controllability result of [1, Theorem 3.7] 
H2(£l) should be in H2(Çl) A Hq(£1). The proof of that theorem indeed required the target 
state to have the homogeneous boundary condition. 
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2.2 Results concerning eigenfunction expansions 
The main objective of this chapter is to find explicit solution formulae, expressed in 
terms of eigenfunction expansions, for optimal control problems (OPl) and (OP2) and 
for controllability problem (EX-CON). In this section we will review some properties 
for the eigenpairs and eigenfunction expansions. We recall the following lemma (see [6, 
p.335, Theorem 1]): 
Lemma 2.2.1 The set A of all eigenvalues for the elliptic operator —div (A(x)V) where 
A(x) is defined by (1.3) may be written A = {A,}^1 C M where 
0 < Ai < A2 < A3 • • • and A,- —> 00 as i —> 00 . 
Furthermore, there exists a set of corresponding eigen functions {e1}^1 C H 2(Q ,)C \H q(Q ,) 
which form an orthonormal basis of L2(Cl) (with respect to the L2(Cl) inner product.) 
In the sequel we let {(A,-, e,)}^1 denote a set of eigenpairs as stated in Lemma 2.2.1. 
Lemma 2.2.2 The set {e,/VAi}^i forms an orthonormal basis of H q(C I ) with respect 
to the inner product 
(it, v )  H- B [ u ,  v] = J  A(x)Vit • VWx, Vit, y G .  (2.2.1) 
The set {e,/A,}^1 forms an orthonormal basis of H2(Cl) fl Hq(Q) with respect to the 
inner product 
( u , v )  H  B [ u , v \  =  (  div [A(x) Vit] div [A(x) Vu] </x, 
" (2.2.2) 
Vu,„E #2(n)n#a(n). 
proof: The first statement of this lemma is proved in [6, p.335, Theorem 1; p.337, step 
3]). The proof for the second statement is a verbatim repetition of [6, p.335, Theorem 
1; p.337, step 3]) with the inner product B[-, •] replaced by B[-, •] (defined in (2.2.2)). 
Based on Lemmas 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 we may establish the following characterizations 
of #j(n). 
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Lemma 2.2.3 Assume that y G L2(fî) and y — in L2(Cl). Then the following 
i—1 
statements are equivalent: 
i) yeffj(fi); 
oo 
ii) y = X>e' in 
i=1 
oo 
iii) A;|y;|2 < oo. 
Î = 1 
proof: We first prove i) implies ii). But this follows from [6, p.335, Theorem 1; p.337, 
step 2 & 3]. 
OO 
We next prove ii) implies iii). Assume that y — yiei in H q( Q ) .  By Lemma 2.2.2 
2 = 1 
we may write 
00 fi- 00 
V  =  J 2  ~ 7 T  6 i  i n  H o ( ^ )  a n d  Y 1  \ V i \ 2  =  B \ V i  y ]  <  ° ° -
l V*I i=i 
Comparing 
°° y. OO 
y = Yl e« and V = H in 
î'=l V « 1=1 
we obtain = \/Âïy,' so that 
OO oo 
jC^kl2 = É l&l2 <00 • 
t=l t=1 
oo 
Finally, we prove iii) implies i). Assume that ^ A,|t/,|2 < oo. We note that the 
i=1 
definition of the eigenpairs implies 
B [ e i ,  u] = Ai J eiV dx Vu E i/o (0) 
so that B[ei, ef\ = 0 if j ^ i and B[ei, e,-] = AThus, 
n+p n+p n+p 
B | ^2 2/I'EV XY %= X/ 
t=n j=n i=n 
so that yiei}^Li C fio1^) a Cauchy sequence with respect to the H q(Q ) norm 
«=1 
OO 
induced by the B[-, •] inner product. Hence Z/ie« = y in #o(0) f°r some y G iJo (0). 
1=1 
OO 
But y = ^ 2 yiei in £2(^) and we conclude y = y G ^(0). 
2= 1  
Similar arguments yield the following characterizations of H 2 ( F L )  fl ifo(fî). 
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OO 
Lemma 2.2.4 Assume that y G L2(0) and y = in L2(Q). Then the following 
t = 1 
statements are equivalent: 
i) y € ni/0'(fi); 
oo 
ii) = 
(=1 
oo 
iii) 
2 = 1 
The main results of this section are the two theorems below concerning term-by-term 
d i f f erentiations of eigenseries for functions in #2,1((0, T) x fl) D C([0, T1]; Hq(Q,)). We 
first quote a lemma (see [25, p.169, Lemma 1.1] and [6, p.286, Theorem 2]) 
Lemma 2.2.5 Assume that u G L2(0, T; L2(fl)) and ut  G L2(0, T; L2(fl)). Then 
— f f u ( t ) v d x d t =  f <j>{t) f ut(t)vdx.dt V<f> G C£°(0, T), Vu G L2(fî). 
v 0 J Çl Jo JÇl 
Theorem 2.2.6 Assume that u G /f2,1((0, T) x fl), u = 0 on (0, T) x <9fl and 
OO 
tt(() = X] "i(f)ei in £2(fl), a.e. i G (0, T). 
»=i 
Then 
oo -J7 ~ 
13 / (KW|2 + |X|2|^«(^)|2)^ = ||wtill,2(0,T;L2(fi)) + / B[u, u] (ft < OO, (2.2.3) 
i'=l ,/0 1/0 
OO 
53 |Ai||w;(0)|2 dt < 00 , (2.2.4) 
i=l 
OO 
u<(*) = m L2(fl), a.e. t G (0, T) (2.2.5) 
2 = 1 
and 
OO 
—div [A(x)Vu(^)] = Y^^iUi(t)ei in L2(fl), a.e. Z . (2.2.6) 
t=l 
proof: We first note the continuous embedding i72,1((0,T) x fl) M- C([0, T]; i71(fl)) 
and the boundary condition u = 0 on (0, T) x <9fl imply that u(t) G ifj(fl) for every 
t G [0, T]. By Lemma 2.2.3 we have 
u ( t )  =  U i { T )ei in H q( C I )  , V* G [0, T]. 
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In particular, since u ( 0) G H q( H ) ,  Lemma 2.2.3 yields (2.2.4). 
Using the L2(il) orthonormality of {e,-} we have 
pT pT °° pT 
\\u\\b(o,T;V(n))= h ( t ) \ \ l d t =  ^ 2 \ u % { t ) \ 2 d t >  \ U j ( t ) \ 2 d t ,  Vj J 0 v 0 «/o 
so that each Uj G L2(0, T). Since ut  G L2(0, T; L2(0)), we may write 
OO 
u t ( t )  =  ^ 2 v i ( t ) e i  in L2(il), a.e t  
i—1 
and 
/•r /-r oo pT 
llut|lL2(o,T;L2(n)) ~ / \ \ u t { t ) \ \ o ^  — f £k(0l d b ~ >  / |yj(^)|2d t ,  Vj  (2.2.7) 
vO v 0 vO 
so that each Uj G L2(0,T). Using Lemma 2.2.5 we have that 
—  f < f > ' { t )  f u ( t ) e j  d x . d t  —  f 4 > ( t )  [  u t ( t ) e j  d x d t ,  V</> G C£°(0, T ) ,  j  =  1,2,--- . 
JO i/îî Jo J 
Substituting series expressions for u  and u t  into the last equation and using the L2(il) 
orthonormality of {e,} we obtain 
- f  < f > ' ( t ) u j ( t )  d t  =  (  < j > ( t ) v j ( t )  d t ,  V>G C~(0 ,r), j  = 1, 2 ,  • • •  
J o  J o  
so that Vj — u'j for j — 1,2,-- •. This proves (2.2.5). 
Since u ( t )  G H 2 ( H )  fl H q(H ) for almost every t ,  Lemma 2.2.4 implies that 
OO 
u ( t )  = ^ 2 u i ( t ) e i  in H 2 { i l )  fl H q (H ) , a.e. t  
i—1 
so that 
OO OO 
—div [A(x)Vu(t)] = ^2 —div [A(x)Vu,(it)e2] = ^  A,-«f(<)e,- in L2(il), a.e. , 
t=i i=i 
i.e., (2.2.6) holds. 
From (2.2.6) we obtain 
rT ~ pT pT 00 
/  B[u,u]  d t  —  / 11div [A(x)V«(<)]||orfi = / V] |A,|2|it,(£)|2<ti. (2.2.8) 
v 0 «/ 0 v 0 
Adding up (2.2.7) and (2.2.8) and applying the Monotone Convergence Theorem we 
arrive at (2.2.3). 
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Theorem 2.2.7 Assume that the set of functions c H1( 0,T) satisfies 
oo rT /  
W (KWI' + |A,f < oo (2.2.9) 
and 
OO 
J2\Xi\\ui(0)\2 dt < oo. (2.2.10) 
2 = 1 
OO 
Then the function u formally defined by u(t) = 53 u,(£)e; satisfies u G H2,1((0, T) x fI ) ,  
1 = 1 
u — 0 on (0, T) x dil, 
OO 
itt(i) =  53ui(*)e« i n  L 2 ( f l ) ,  a . e .  t  (2.2.11) 
2 — 1 
and 
OO 
—div [A(x)Vu(tf)] = ^\iUi(t)ei in L2(Cl), a.e. t. (2.2.12) 
;=i 
proof: We note that 
co rT i °° rT 
53 / < TTli 5] / M>;(f)|2c?< oo i=l 1/0 1^11 <=1 ^ 
OO 
so that u(Z) = 53 ui(t)ei in L2(Q) for almost every t  6 (0, T ) .  
1=1 
By assumption (2.2.9) we are justified to define / G L2((0, T ) ;  L 2 ( C l ) )  as the series 
function 
OO OO 
/ = 53 /i'(*)e«' = 53K(i) + Ai«i(i)]ef in I2(0), a.e. < G (0, T). 
2=1 2=1 
It is well known that H1(0, T) is continuously embedded into C[0, T] so that u,(0) is 
well defined for each i. Assumption (2.2.10) and Lemma 2.2.3 imply that u\t=o G Hq(£1) 
OO 
where u|fc0 = 53 
i— 1 
Let ù be the solution for the parabolic problem 
- div [A(x) V«] = / in (0, T) x n, 
^ û = 0 on(0,T)xan, (2.2.13) 
w|t=0 ' I i=0 
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in the sense of Definition 2.1.1. The regularity for parabolic PDEs implies u G /i2,1((0, T) x 
OO 
fl). We write û  =  53^i(£)e,- in L 2 ( û )  for almost every t  G (0, T ) .  Employing Theorem 
i=i 
2.2.6 we have 
OO 
u t ( t )  = 53 (0e» iR ^2(^), a.e. t  (2.2.14) 
i=i 
and 
—div [A(x)Vu(£)] = 5^ Aiùi(t)ei in £2(fl), a.e. t. 
2 = 1 
Thus, we may write (2.2.13) in the series form 
OO OO 
53K(0 + AiUi(t)\ei = 53 fi(t)ei in L 2 ( f l ) , a e. t  
(2.2.15) 
i-l 
OO 
11=1 
so that for each 
5]û,(0) = 53",(0)e, in^(n) 
Z=1 2 = 1 
U i ( t )  +  A i ù i { t )  =  f i ( t )  in (0, T )  
(2.2.16) 
Ui'(0) = ut(0). 
From the definition of /t- we see that each u.; satisfies the same equations as w,. The 
uniqueness of the solution for the initial value problem (2.2.16) implies U{ = M; in (0, T) 
for each i so that u(t) = u(t) in L2(Q) for every t. Hence, u = u G /f2,1((0, T) x fl) 
and u = û = 0 on (0, T) x dfl. Also, equations (2.2.14) and (2.2.15) yield (2.2.11) and 
(2.2.12). 
2.3 Solutions of the optimal control problems 
We express all functions involved as Z/2 ( fl ) -con ver gent series of {e,} : 
OO CO OO 
u(i,x) = E Mf(<)ej(x), Z(i,x) = E /«(<)e»'(x) > w(x) = E Wi^(x) 
t=i i=i 
^(x) = E ^ e,(x), yM((, x) = E %^(0e,(x). 
i=i i
CO 
 
1=1 1=1 
We work out below an explicit formula for the optimal solution of (OPl) expressed as a 
series of eigenfunctions {e,}. (For the existence of optimal solutions, see Theorem 2.1.4.) 
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Theorem 2.3.1 Assume that w E H q( H ), W € L2(il), and (u,/) € H 2 , 1 ( ( 0 ,  T) x il) x 
L2((0,T) x il) is the solution of (OPl). Then 
u (W = £«f(<)e»"(x) (2.3.1) 
i=i 
where 
u. i ( t )  =  W i ( e  X i t  T e ~
X i T ( e X i t  -  e ~ X i t )  w+% T(e^'* - e"^*) 2A^e^'^ + T(e^'^ - e"^) / ' 2A,"ye^^ + T(e^ - e'^) ' 
(2.3.2) 
proof: Let (it,/) be an arbitrary admissible element, then u  E H 2 , 1 ( ( 0 , T )  x fl) fl 
OO OO 
C([0, T } ;  H q( H ) ) .  We may write it = 53 Ui( T )ei and / = 53/(0e« in L2(il) for almost 
i=1 î=1 
every Moreover, Theorem 2.2.6 implies 
ut  = 53ui(Oe« 'm L2(il), a.e. it 
i—1 
and 
—div [A(x)Viz] = 53 Kui{t)ei in L2(Q), a.e. Z . Î = 1 
Thus we may rewrite the constraint equations (2.1.8) as 
r / °° \ r °° 
I (53K W + AiitJ(t)]ej)et ^x= (53/?(Oei)e^x * = 1,2, - - -
J = 1 J = 1 
y. OO „ OO 
L  ( 5 3 w j ( ° ) e i ) e » ^ x  =  / _  ( 5 3 ^ e i ) e ' d x  %  =  1 , 2 , - -
" j=i •/n i=i 
so that for each i, 
u-(t) + At-tit-(t) = /;(<) in (0, T ) ,  
u,(0) = u>i. 
The functional J also can be written in the series form 
rp OO OO .T 
j(«, /) = 2 £ l«.OT - W;\2 + 1 £ /_ |/,(i)|2 dt. 
(2.3.3) 
2 i=i (2.3.4) 
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The optimal control problem (OPl) is recast into: 
minimize functional (2.3.4) subject to 
(OPl) 
the constraints (2.3.3) for all i  = 1,2,---. 
Since the constraint equations are fully uncoupled for each i ,  the optimal control 
problem (OPl) is equivalent to 
(0P1%) for each i  — 1,2, • • -, minimize fi) subject to the constraints (2.3.3). 
where the functional Ji(ui,fi) is defined by 
= |k(T) - W,\ 2  + \ f i ( t ) \ 2dt .  
OO OO 
The pair ( u , f )  =  (53 ^ «'(0e»'(x)' 53 fi(t)ei(x)) 18 the solution for (OPl) if and only if 
8 = 1 t=l 
(ûiifi) is the solution for (OPl,) for every i .  
To solve the constrained minimization problem (OPl,) we introduce a Lagrange 
multiplier £,• and form the Lagrangian 
A(%,', &) = ^|%,(T) - - u,(T)&(r) + w,&(0) 
+  J o  Q \ f i ( t ) \ 2  + Ui ( t ) & ( t )  -  AiUi ( t )£i ( t )  +  f i ( t ) & ( t j ) d t .  
By taking variations of the Lagrangian with respect to ut and fi, respectively, we 
obtain an optimality system which consists of (2.3.3), 
&(t)-W) = 0 m(0,T), 
(2.3.5) 
&(T) = r(«,(T)-w;.), 
and 
&(f) = -?/,-(<). (2.3.6) 
We proceed to solve for (ttj,/t) from the optimality system formed by (2.3.3), (2.3.5) 
and (2.3.6). 
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By eliminating £,• from (2.3.5)-(2.3.6) we have 
fl(t) -  -W) = 0 in (0, X) 
W) = -;Wn-K). 
(2.3.7) 
Combining (2.3.7) and (2.3.3) we arrive at a second order ordinary differential equation 
with initial and terminal conditions: 
«•'(<)  -  Xjui( t )  = 0 in (0, T),  
— wi , 
u;(r) + A,«,m = -i(u,(T)-wi). 
The general solution to this differential equation is 
(2.3.8) 
(2.3.9) 
%,(;) = 
The initial and terminal conditions yield: 
C\ C2 — Wi 
+ (2A,e^^ + ^ e^)C2 = 
Solving for C\ and C2 and then plugging them into the general solution we find the 
formula for the solution û; to (2.3.8) and that formula is precisely (2.3.2). Hence, the 
solution to (OPl) is expressed by (2.3.1)—(2.3.2). 
Similarly, we may derive an explicit formula for the optimal solution of (OP2). 
Theorem 2.3.2 Assume that w G W G L2{Vt), W™ G H2{tt) n V™ 
satisfies (2.1.3) and F is defined by (2.1.6). Let (û, f) G /Z2,1((0, T)xfl)x L2(( 0, T) x f2) 
be the solution of (OP2). Then 
u (f,x) = 532i(<)e,-(x) 
i - l  
(2.3.10) 
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where 
i \ i \ / Te~x'^(eXit — \ 
U i ( t )  =  V i  7 ( t )  +  [ w i  -  V i  7 (0)] (e~ - ?x  XiT  , TpXiT _Tp-w) 
+[K- - %^(T)] ^ ^ 
'2A,7^'^ + TV'? _ Te-^ ' 
proof: As in the proof of Theorem 2.3.1 we may write the constraint equations as 
u'i(t) + Ai U i ( t )  =  f i ( t ) in (0, T ) ,  
(2.3.12) 
lt;(0) = Wi 
for i  =  1 , 2 ,  •  •  •  .  
To simplify the notation we drop the superscript (-)^ and write V in place of V^\ 
Since V E H2,1((0, T) x fZ), we are justified by Theorem 2.2.6 to express (2.1.6) in the 
series form 
OO 
5] F,(f)e, = F(f, x) = % - div [A(x)VF] 
i~  1 
= 52 N'(0 + KVi( t )  e,- in L 2 ( f l ) , a.e. t  
i=1 
so that 
Fi ( t )  =  V / ( t )  + Ai%(() a.e. i. 
The functional K, also can be written in the series form 
(2.3.13) 
/ ^ w r1 
K ( « , / )  =  ^ I 3 k ( T ) - W t f  +  l Y .  /  l / i ( < )  -  Fi(t) \ 2dt  
Z  i = l  Z  i = l  J 0  
T oo oo .J 
=  ô E W ) - » ' . l ! +  /  l / . W - K ' « - W ( i ) p d t .  
^ 1 ^ 1 1/0 
(2.3.14) 
2=  t = l
The optimal control problem (OP2) is recast into: 
minimize functional (2.3.14) subject to 
(OP2) 
the constraints (2.3.12) for all z = 1,2,---. 
Since the constraint equations are fully uncoupled for each i ,  the optimal control 
problem (OP2) is equivalent to 
(OP2«) for each i  = 1, 2, • • -, minimize /C2(it,',/t) subject to the constraints (2.3.12). 
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where the functional /C,-(u8-, /;) is defined by 
KiCi./i) = f km - Wi I2 + | /J |/i(i) - v!{ i )  -  \ iV,( t ) \Ut .  
00 00 
The pair (u,/) — u,(^)et(x), ^  ^(t)e,(x)) is the solution for (0P2) if and only if 
^ i=1 i=1 
(ûi, fi) is the solution for (0P2,) for every i .  
To solve the constrained minimization problem (0P2,) we introduce a Lagrange 
multiplier £,• and form the Lagrangian 
- u,(T)&(T) + w,-&(0) 
+ Jo  (J^\fî(t) — V!{t) — ^%Vi(t)|2  + — AiUi(t)£i(t) + fi(t)£i(tf)dt. 
By taking variations of the Lagrangian with respect to u t  and /,-, respectively, we 
obtain an optimality system which consists of (2.3.12), 
= 0 m(0,T), 
(2.3.15) 
&.(T) = T(«,(T)-W,) 
and 
m = - A,%(()] m (0, T). (2.3.16) 
We proceed to solve for (u,-,/i) from the optimality system formed by (2.3.12), 
(2.3.15) and (2.3.16). 
By eliminating £,• from (2.3.15)-(2.3.16) we have 
= m(o,n, 
(2.3.17) 
f , (T)  =  V;(T)  +  \ {Vi(T) -  Z(u,(T)  -  WO .  
Combining (2.3.17) and (2.3.12) we arrive at a second order ordinary differential equation 
with initial and terminal conditions: 
<(t) - AW) = %"(<) - A?#) in (0, T), 
' Ui(0) = Wi, (2.3.18) 
<(T) + AiUi(r) = v;(T)  + WAT) -  I(u,(T)  -  Wi) .  
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Evidently, V{(t) is a particular solution of this differential equation so that the general 
solution is 
%,.(() = %(f) + 
The initial and terminal conditions yield: 
Ci + Q = w, - %(0) 
(2.3.19) 
Ie-X'TC! + (2A,e1'T + ^ T)C2  = f [Wi -  Vi(T)\. 
Solving for C\ and Cg and then plugging them into the general solution we find formula 
(2.3.11) for the solution Ui to (2.3.18). Hence, the solution to (OP2) is expressed by 
(2.3.10). 
OO 
Remark 2.3.3 In order for series expressions (2.3.13) to be valid, V(i,x) = Vj(t)e ,(x) 
i=1 
OO 
must satisfy ^ ||21V^-(t)|2 < oo for almost every t .  But then by Lemma 2.2.4, V(t) = 
i—1 
V ( t ,  • )  m u s t  b e l o n g  t o  H 2 ( t t )  fl H q (fi). This is precisely the reason for choosing £ 
H2(Cl) A H q(Q) that approximates W so as to define V and F. 
Remark 2.3.4 As in the proof of Theorem (2.5.1) we may verify that the optimal so­
lution û given by (2.3. l)-(2.3.2) or (2.3.10)-(2.3.11) indeed belongs to H2,1((0, T) x f2) 
a n d  s a t i s f i e s  û  =  0  o n  ( 0 ,  T )  x  d f l .  
2.4 Dynamics of the optimal control solutions 
In this section we will derive pointwise-in-time estimates for ||u(t) — W\\0 (in the case 
of (OP1)) or ||w(i) — ^^(Ollo (in the case of (OP2)) where û is the optimal solution 
for (OP1) or (OP2). The derivation will be based on the explicit solution formulae that 
were expressed as series of eigenfunctions {et}. We recall that {e,} is orthonormal in 
OO OO 
L2{Çl) so that for any function ( f>(x)  = ^^e;(x) in L2(Cl) we have ||<^||o = ^ \(j>i\2-
i—l î=l 
Lemma 2.4.1 Let X > 0 be given. Then 2At  < eXt  — e~x t  < eXT — e~XT for all t  G [0, T]. 
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proof: The right inequality follows from the fact that the function g( t )  =  e X t  — e~ X t  is 
increasing on [0, T] (as g'(t) > 0.) The left inequality can be proved by the power series 
expression for exponential functions: 
oo \mj .m oo (  i \m \  mjm oo \2m—lj2m —1 
•" - •- m£rà~ S ^  «Sfeéir» » 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.4.2 Assume that w G H q (Q ) and W G L2($l). Let (2,/) G /f2,1((0,T) x 
0) x  L2((0,T) x  0) 6e  the solution of (OP1). Then 
H&W - Mo < 6e-^''||w||g + 3||Mg G [0,T] (2.4.1) 
and for every integer n > 1, 
lism - w\\i < sup M' ± \Wi?+2 ± m'. (2.4.2) 
i !<«<n V — e J i=i i=n+l 
Furthermore, the optimal solution û as a function of the parameter 7 satisfies the ap­
proximate controllability property 
\ [m\ \u (T) -W\ \ o  = 0 .  
7-+0 
proof: Let t  6 [0, T] be given. Using solution formulae (2.3.1)-(2.3.2) and adding and 
subtracting terms we have: 
OO 
i-1 
= E h(«-w - + - w> 2 
i=1 x 2A;7e A * T  + T(e x ' T  — e  X i T )  
2X n e x ' T  + T(e x ' T  -  e~ X i T )  -  T{e-  e~ A ^ )  ]  2  
2\ i ^e X i T  + T(e X i T  — e~ X i T )  *J  
(2.4.3) 
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3 3 
Applying the inequality | a,-|2 <3^ |a,-|2 to (2.4.3) and using the relation 
2=1 2=1 
0 5 2A
'
76 
' 2A ,^'.T + T ( e J ~ I - ^ )  '  6 '  ) 5 1 <see Lemma 2A1> 
we obtain 
| | G ( f ) - M o < 3 H l 3  s u p  | e - ^ _ e - ^ | 2  +  3 e - ^ | | « , | | g  +  3 | | ^ | | g  ( 2 . 4 . 4 )  
l<i<oo 
so that (2.4.1) holds. 
Using formulae (2.3.1)-(2.3.2) with t  = T we have, for each integer n > 1, 
OO 
liacn-ir|is = 5>,(r)-w/,|j 
i=l 
_ f  /  ^ „  ? W f  „ z . V  
\ 2Ai7eA<1' + T(eW - e"W) ' 2A,-7eAJ + T(e^T - e~*<T) ') 
/ 2 "V I ZXj'ywi 2 „i 2X{^Wj 2 
-  ^ l 2 A , ^  +  T ( e ^ - e - ^ )  ^  ^ l 2 A ,7  + T(l-e-^T) 1^-4.5) 
 ^8f |A,f  ^
-  i < % ( e ^ - e - ^ ) ' S  \Wi 
|2 
Using Lemma 2.4.1 we have 
(e\T _ g-\T)2 - (2A,T)2 4!H 
Combining (2.4.5) and (2.4.6) we arrive at (2.4.2). 
It remains to prove 
lim||G(T)-Mo = 0. 
Let e > 0 be given. There exists an n such that 
oo 2 
£ m 1  < j .  
i=n+1 0  
< 7 ^ = 7 ^  V i .  ( 2 . 4 . 6 )  
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Holding this n fixed, we may choose a 70 such that 
Thus, we obtain from (2.4.2) that ||6(T) — W||0 < e for each 7 G [0,70]-
We may similarly derive a pointwise-in-time, L2(fî) estimate for the solution of 
(OP2). 
Theorem 2.4.3 Assume that w G #J(f%), W G L2(fl),  W™ G tf2(0) A H^O), V™ 
satisfies (2.1.3) and, F is defined by (2.1.6). Let (û, f) G H2'x(( 0, T) xfl) x L2((0, T) x 0) 
be the solution of (OP2). Then 
||8(<)-yM(<)||;<3E-"'l||m-yh>(0)||; 
(2.4.7) 
+3e-»'T||»- vw(o)|IS + 3||w- vW(r)||j vie [o,rj 
and 
||S(T) - V^(T ) \ \ l  < ^ | h -  V W ( 0 ) | | S  +  2 | | W -  V W ( r ) | | S .  ( 2 . 4 . 8 )  
If, in addition, hypotheses (2.1.2), (2.1.4) and (2.1.5) hold, then the optimal solution û 
as a function of the parameter 7  satisfies 
lim ||«(T) — W||0 = 0 . 
proof: Using solution formulae (2.3.10)-(2.3.11) and writing V in place of (for 
notation abbrevity) we obtain: 
OO 
l | S ( 0 - V ( i ) l l ! = E M i ) - V i ( < ) l a  
I WO) - _ ,-X.^V 
2\,ye^T + T(e^T - e'x'TY ' (2.4.9) 
4 ^ 1 ' '  " ' 2 A , 7 e ^  +  r ( e ^ - e - ^ )  
'  + T(eXiT  - e~XiT) -  T(eXi t  
2\{'yeXiT  + T(eXiT  — e~XiT) + -T 
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so that 
OO OO 
l|S(i) - mil: < 3 5>i - Vi(0)]2|e-A|' - e-A-T|2 + 3glK - V<(T) | 2  
- K<o)]2e-
< 3e-^*||w - y(o)||g + 3||vy - y(T)||g + 3e-^||w - y(o)||g E [o,r], 
i.e., (2.4.7) holds. 
Setting t  — T in (2.4.9) and using (2.4.6) we have 
| | f i (T)  -  V(T) \ \ l  
oo o \ -, 2 00 
s 2 g U.7^ + r('elr_e-,r)l 1". - ^.(0)12 + •2 g W- - V,(T) I2 
|A, 12 
ji4 
This proves (2.4.8). 
The relation 
< 872||W - 1/(0)11^ r2(eA,;:e_A,r)2+2||^ - V(D||g 
<^rl l»-v (0 ) | | S  +  2 | | n / -v ( r ) | | S .  
lim ||fi(T) - lV||o = 0 
follows easily from the triangle inequality ||S(T) —W||0 < Hû(T') —V(T)||o+|| V(T) —WHo, 
estimate (2.4.8) and assumption (2.1.2). 
The particular choice of V^\t) = satisfies (2.1.3), (2.1.4) and (2.1.5). Thus 
Theorem 2.4.3 yields the following result. 
Corollary 2.4.4 Assume that w E H q (CI ), W E L2{VÎ), E H 2 (£ l )  C\ H q (ÇI ) satisfy­
ing (2.1.2), V^(t, •) = and F is defined by 
F = F(7) = -div [A(X)VWm] in (0, T) x fi . 
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(2,/) = (E^i ^(<)e,(x)) E ^((0,T) x O) x ^((0,T) x O) 6e (Ae 
solution of (0P2) given by 
i  \  i  \  / t p - ^ i t / ^ x i t  _  
m  = VP + k - wh (.-« - A,r+(re,r_J^) 
, , (2.4.10) 
T ( e  
~
e
~ > 
'2A,-ye^ + - Te-^.^ ' 
Then 
\\û(t)-W^\\l < 3e-2Xl t\\w-W^\\20+3e-2XlT\\w-W^\\l+3\\W-W^\\l Vf G [0,T] 
and 
||B(T) - tVM||: < |£|b - W^\ \ l  + 2||W -  W^\ \ l .  
Moreover, the optimal solution u as a function of-f satisfies 
Um||iZ(T)-ty||o = 0. 
When W E H 2 (0) fl Hq(CI )  we may simply choose = W and = W.  Then 
Corollary 2.4.4 reduces to: 
Corollary 2.4.5 Assume that w E W € H2((l) fl H q ( Q ) ,  V'7' = W and F is 
defined by 
F = -div [A(x)VW] in (0, T) x 0. 
OO OO 
W (G,/) = ^ x n) X ^((0,T) x n) fAe 
1=1 Î=1 
solution of (OP2) given by 
, Te~Xi^(eXi t  e_A'4l  \  
fiiW _ W,  + k- - W,](«r« - 2 X n e V + ( T e K T _ T U T )  •  PAH) 
Then 
R*) - W\\2  < 2e~2X> t\\w -  W\\2  + 2e-2AlT||w -  W\\2  \/t  E [0, T] 
and 
\HT)-W\ \ l<^ \ \w-W\ \ l .  
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Moreover, the optimal solution û as a function of 7 satisfies 
lim ||u(T) — W\\q  =  0 .  
7—>0 
2.5 Solutions to the exact controllability problem 
Recall that the exact controllability problem (EX-CON) is solvable if w E Hq(Q) 
and W E Hq(ÇI). Formally setting 7 = 0 in (2.3.2) and (2.3.11) we expect to obtain 
solution formulae for the exact controllability problem (EX-CON). But these formulae 
needs justification as infinite series functions are involved. We first examine the solution 
obtained by setting 7 = 0 in (2.3.2). 
Theorem 2.5.1 Assume that w E and W E H q (£1). Then the functions 
OO OO 
u(*>x) = 5^ut-(f)ei(x) and f(t,  x) = ^ /t-(t)et-(x), 
i=1 2=1 
where 
Q—^iTtgXi t  g—A«t\  gAi t  g—Ajt  
U i ( t )  =  W i e  '  -  Wi gAjT _  g-A,T ^  ^ 'gA.T _  g-A<T (2.5.1) 
and 
fi(t) = -2XiWigA.T _ e_A,r + 2AilVieA.T _ e_A.T , (2.5.2) 
/orm « solution pair to the exact controllability problem (EX-CON). 
proof: Since w;(0) = W i  and U i ( T )  — Wi, we have that u(0) = w and u(T) = W .  To 
show that the pair (u,/) is a solution to (EX-CON) we need to show that 
u t  — div [A(x)Vu] = / in (0, T)  x  f l  
< 
it = 0 on (0, T) x <9fZ 
and we will do so by employing Theorem 2.2.7. 
We proceed to verify the assumptions of Theorem 2.2.7. 
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Lemma 2.2.3 and the assumptions w, W £ imply 
OO OO 
^2 M|ty,-|2 < 00 and ^ |Ai||Wi|2 < oo. (2.5.3) 
2=1 i—1 
Since u,(0) = to,-, we obviously have 
OO OO 
^A, |ui(0)|2 = 53 ^ i \ w i ?  < oo . 
i = l  i=1  
Let CV = 1 — e~2XlT  G (0,1). Then we have 
2 A i T > 2 A 1 T  =  - l n ( l - C T )  
so that 
or equivalently, 
> 1/(1 - CT), 
From (2.5.1) and the last inequality we have 
j q  \ \ i \ 2 \ui ( t ) \ 2  dt  
\ ,2,... ,2 1 , 3|A,|:Kf 6^ 3KIW 
- ' '' ' '' 2A,. (Cr)^^T ' 2A, ^ (Cy)^^ ' 2^ 
< N + 2(^2ÂIf) + ^l^l'2(&F 
Combining (2.5.4) and (2.5.3) we arrive at 
OO a J*  w  f l  
i = 1  J o  
Differentiation of (2.5.1) yields 
< 00. 
u 
e ~ X i T ( e X i t  +  e ~ X i t )  e X i t  +  e ~ X i t  
i ( t )  =  — A iWie A , <  —  A iWi 3 3 - ^  h  A iWi  
(2.5.4) 
e A;X _  e -AiT '  !  "  '  e A,T _  g-AiT '  
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Note that eXii + e Xii < 2e X i i  so that estimations similar to those of (2.5.4) lead us to 
CT , ,z.xlo , , , ,, ,n z3 6 \ . . . n 6 
/„ m\2dt < +  w |Wi | :  < CX) 
Thus we have verified all assumptions of Theorem 2.2.7. Using that theorem we conclude 
that u € Zf2,1((0, T) x fî), u — 0 on (0, T) x <9f2, and 
"«(() - div [A(x)V«(i)] = 53 "f(0e« + 53 \ui(t)ei 
2 — 1  t = l  
= 53 ( - 2AiWi ^ iT _ e_AtX + ^ »^eA;T _ e-\iTjei ™ ^ ' a,C- * ' 
By a comparison of the last relation with (2.5.2) we deduce 
f ( t )  =  u t ( t )  —  div [A(x)Vu(f)] in L 2 ( f l )  
for almost every t  so that 
/ = - div [A(x)Vu] € 2^(0, T; l"(0)). 
Hence, the pair ( u ,  /) is indeed a solution to (EX-CON). 
If W  G H 2 ( f l )  fl H q (C I ), then by choosing = W  and setting 7 = 0 in formula 
(2.3.11) we obtain another solution for the exact controllability problem (EX-CON). 
The proof of the following theorem is similar to that of Theorem 2.5.1 and is omitted. 
Theorem 2.5.2 Assume that w G H q (Û ) andW G /f2(fî)n/fo(fî). Then the functions 
OO OO 
u{t ,  x) = 53 W'(fMx) and /(*>x) = 53 /i(^)e«(x) > 
2 = 1 2 = 1 
where 
« . w  - + " - . e  -  + ' T ; : " 1 )  
and 
e~ x ' ^eA,< / 2e~ x ' ^eAi< \ 
/,-(t) = -2\iWi^T _ e_A.T + A;W;(l + gA;r _ g- A i T j  '  
form a solution pair to the exact controllability problem (EX-CON). 
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2.6 One-dimensional numerical simulations 
In one space dimension the eigenpairs {e;} are well known so that optimal solutions 
for (OPl) and (OP2) can be computed from series solution formulae (2.3.1)-(2.3.2) or 
(2.3.10)—(2.3.11), respectively. 
The one-dimensional constraint equations are defined on the spatial interval fI = 
(0,1): 
u t -u x x  = f in (0,T) x (0,1), 
'  u ( t ,  0) = u ( t ,  1) — 0 
w(0,z): w ( x ) .  
The eigenpairs {(A,-, ez)},~1 are determined from 
— e " { x )  -  \ e ( x )  0 < x  <  1 ,  
< 
_ e(0) = e(l) = 0. 
It is well known that 
At- = (z7r)2 and ez-(x) = \/2 sin(z'7rx) i  — 1,2, • • • . 
Given a target function W ( x ) ,  the solution to optimal control problem (OPl) is explicitly 
given by (2.3.1)-(2.3.2). To find the solution to (OP2) we first need to construct 
and y M satisfying (2.1.2), (2.1.3), (2.1.4) and (2.1.5); we then use solution formulae 
(2.3.10)—(2.3.11). Note that to,-, Wt- and V^(£) in (2.3.2) and (2.3.11) are calculated by 
W i  —  f  w ( x )e i ( x ) d x  ,  Wi =  [  W ( x )e i ( x ) d x  and V^\t) — [ V^\t,x)e i ( x )  d x  .  
J o Jo Jo 
We consider two sets of data (the initial condition w, the target function W and the 
t e r m i n a l  t i m e  T ) \  
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DATA I. 
T = 2, 
) = 5Z^,-(z)/\/2, w l x  
i=l  
i=l 
DATA II. 
r = i 
1000 
iy(x) = 53 * e i ( x ) / v2 ,  
2 = 1 
oo /*i i _ z_i y 
iy(x) = 1 = M^e,(z) in L2($l) where W, — e,- = \/2 : </x. 
^ ' Vo *7T 
For each data set we solve (OPl) by series solution formulae (2.3.1 )—(2.3.2). In each 
case we vary the parameter 7  and plot the optimal solution û at the terminal time T 
(the curve) versus the target function W (the curve.) See Figures 2.1 and 2.3. 
For each data set we solve (OP2) by series solution formulae (2.3.10)—(2.3.11 ). In 
the case of DATA I, we choose 
5 
= ty(a) = T5]*e((3)/V2 
i=1 
and 
yM(z,z) = iy(z) = T5\%(z)/v5 
2 = 1 
which evidently satisfy assumptions (2.1.2), (2.1.3), (2.1.4) and (2.1.5); in addition, 
formula (2.3.11) takes on the simpler form (2.4.11), i.e., 
5 
u Y, u,-(f)V2sin(z7rx) 
2 = 1 
where 
2i 
u i  — 
2Î'27T2 Z _Î27T2< (e — e 
z'27T27e2,27r2 + e2*2,r2 -M — 2Î'27T2 J • 
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In the case of DATA II, we choose 
tyM(z) = — 5] 
n ^ * 
and 
y(-%z) = TyW(z) = — E 4^-e,(z) 
n  i=l  1  
where JV7 —y oo as 7 —> 0 (e.g., N-y is the integer part of the decimal number [1000 + 
ln(l/7)].) It can be verified that and satisfy assumptions (2.1.2), (2.1.3), 
(2.1.4) and (2.1.5); in addition, formula (2.3.11) takes on the simpler form (2.4.10), i.e., 
ù 
=1 
T. Ui(t)\/2 s'm(iiTx) 
where 
and 
U; 
./Ô , _-î27T2 Z î27T2t -î'27r2t\ 
= 
~ ](-*• - 6 T + 2i27T2'jei27r2 + ei2w2 - e~i27r2 ) » = 1001,1002, - - - , . 
As in the case of (OPl), for each data set we vary the parameter 7 and plot the optimal 
solution û for (OP2) at the terminal time T (the curve) versus the target function 
W (the " curve;) see the first column of plots in Figures 2.2 and 2.4. Note that unlike 
in the case of (OPl), the optimal solution u(T) for (OP2) matches W very well even for 
7 = 1. This phenomenon is expected from Corollary 2.4.4 and Corollary 2.4.5. 
Moreover, in the case of (OP2), we again from Corollary 2.4.4 and Corollary 2.4.5 
anticipate optimal solution u(t) to yield good matching to W even for moderate 7 and 
t « T. When 7 = 1, we plot some snapshots of the optimal solution û (the "*" curve) 
versus the target function W (the " curve.) See the second column of plots in Figures 
2.2 and 2.4. 
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For DATA I the admissible state and the target state have matching boundary condi­
tions (both have homogeneous boundary conditions.) For DATA II the admissible state 
and the target function have nonmatching boundary conditions. For both data sets and 
for sufficiently small 7, the optimal solutions expressed by the series formulae did a good 
job of tracking the target functions in the interior at the terminal time T, as predicted 
by Theorems 2.4.2 and 2.4.3. The optimal solutions of (0P2) furnish good matchings 
to the target state even for moderate 7 and t « T, as predicted by Corollaries 2.4.4 
and 2.4.5. 
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7 = 1 7 = 0.1 
7 = 0.01 7 = 0.001 
7 = 0.0001 7 = 0.00001 
Figure 2.1 Optimal solution û ( T )  and target W  for (OPl) with DATA I 
(T  =  2)  
*: optimal solution û ( T )  —: target function W  
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7  = l, t = T 7 = 1, t  — T /200 
7 = 0.1, t  = T 
7 = 0.01, i = T 
Figure 2.2 Optimal solution u ( t )  and target W  for (OP2) with DATA I 
* :  o p t i m a l  s o l u t i o n  û ( t )  — :  t a r g e t  f u n c t i o n  W  
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0.0001 0.00001 
Figure 2.3 Optimal solution û ( t )  and target W  for (OPl) with DATA II 
{ t  = !) 
*: optimal solution û ( t )  —  :  target function W  
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 
7 = 1 , t  = T 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 
7 = 0.1, t  — T 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.7 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.7 0,6 0.9 1 
7 = 1 ,  t  —  T /  2 0  
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 
7= M = T/10 
7 = 0.01, t  =  T  
Figure 2.4 Optimal solution u ( t )  and target W  for (OP2) with DATA II 
(r = î) 
*: optimal solution îi(t) —: target function W 
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3 SEMILINEAR OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS 
As outlined in chapter 1, we study in this chapter the semilinear optimal control 
problems: minimize the terminal-state tracking functional (1.6) subject to the semilinear 
parabolic equations (1.7)—(1.9). 
3.1 Formulation of optimal control problems 
Similar to the linear case, we construct the reference function f  in (1.6) as follows. 
We first choose {w^ : 7 > 0} C h2(vt) fl hq(çî) fl LP0(O) such that 
— w\ \o  —>• 0 as 7^0. (3.1.1) 
where p 0  is defined by (1.11). Next, for each given 7 > 0, we choose a function V ^ ( t ,  x) 
that satisfies 
yw e 1^(0, T;^(n)n^(n))nz,p«(o,r; i^(n)), 
€12(0,7^(0)), (3.1.2) 
V™{T) = W™ in ft; 
By virtue of (3.1.1)—(3.1.2) we have 
||yM(T) - ty||o 0 as 7 -» 0. (3.1.3) 
We also assume 
||V™(0)||o < c  where c  > 0 is a constant independent of 7. (3.1.4) 
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The reference function F is now defined by 
F = FN = %M-div[A(x)Vy(^] + $(yM) + o(x)yM in(0,T)xfl. (3.1.5) 
Functional (1.6) may be written 
J(«, /) = f II n(T) -WWI+1- £ ||/(«) - F(t)||2 dt. (3.1.6) 
Denote 
g = {«((,x)|« E ^(0,T; ^ (0)), « E ^=(Q)}. (3.1.7) 
Then B is a Banach space with 
1Mb = IMIi^o/zw^fi)) + IMIlpo(q) .  
The solution to the constraint equations (1.7)—(1.9) is understood in the following 
weak sense: 
Definition 3.1.1 Let f E L2((0, T); L2(f2)) and w E L2(Q) be given, u is said to be a 
solution of (1.7)-(1.9) if u E L2((0,21); fl LPo((0,71); LPo(fï)), u t  E B* which is a 
dual space of B and u satisfies 
(u t(t),<f>)+ f [A(x)Vtt(f)] • V</>dx + f $(u)<f>dx+ f a(x)u<j)dx 
J f2 J f2 J f2 
= //M<^(fx V^E^(0)nl^(n), o.e. fE(0,r) (3.1.8) 
u(0) — w in Cl 
where (•, •) denotes the duality pairing between H q(Q ,) fl LPo(Cl) and (H q(Q) fl Lp°(Cl))*. 
An admissible element for the optimal control problem is a pair (u, /) that satisfies 
the initial boundary value problem (3.1.8). The precise definition is given as follow. 
Definition 3.1.2 Let w E L2(fl) be given. A pair (u,f) is said to be an admissible 
ebmenf t/uEZ,"((0,r);^(n))n^((0,T);^(n)), /El"((0,r);^(0)), and (%,/) 
satisfies equation (3.1.8). The set of all admissible elements is denoted by Vad((0, T), tu) 
or simply Vad-
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The optimal control problems we study can be concisely stated as 
seek a pair ( û , f )  G Vad such that J{û,f) = inf J ( u , f )  
/Qp\  
where the functional J is defined by (3.1.6). 
3.2 Existence of solution for optimal control problems 
Now we shall show the existence of optimal solutions for (OP). Denote 
Q = (0,T) X n. 
Lemma 3.2.1 For any S > 0 and p > 2; there exists C = C(8) > 0 such that 
M2 < s\u\p + c 
proof: For given 5 > 0 and sufficient large i? G iR, if |u| > R, then 5|u|p — \u\2  > 0 
s i n c e  p  >  2 .  A n d  i f  | u |  <  R ,  t h e n  t h e r e  e x i s t s  C ( S )  >  0  s u c h  t h a t  5 | u | p  —  \ u \ 2  >  — C { 8 ) .  
So the lemma is proved. 
Theorem 3.2.2 Assume that w G L2(fî) and W G Lpo(fî). Then there exists an optimal 
solution for (OP). 
proof: By the existence of solution for a parabolic equation with a monotone principle 
part [2, p.38, Theorem 3.1], the admissible set Vad is non-empty. Thus we may choose a 
minimizing sequence {(itm, fm)} in Vad such that 
and 
( ( u m ) t , < t > )  +  / [A(x)Vum(f)] • + / $(um ) ( f )dx. + / a(x.)um4>dx 
J Cl J çi J çi 
= /"/m(Z)<Hx V^G^(0)nlP=(n), a.e. <G(0,T) (3.2.1) 
um(0) = w in ft 
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(3.2.2) 
Thus we have 
\~M In dx + L AW^Um ' Vum dxJr fa ®(u™)u™ dx 
+ / «(X)Um dx = fmum dx-j O «/ £2 
By (1.10), (1.11) and integrating with respect to s over [0,2] we obtain 
f u2m(t) dx + f [ A(x)Vum-Vumdxds +/j,0 f f \um\Po dxds jcl «/0 «/£2 Jo «/fi 
-
( C i + / „ '  L u l  d x d 3  - \ f J a f l  d x i s + l i w 2  d x -
By lemma 3.2.1, we get 
- [ u2m(t)dx-\- [ [ A(x)Vum • S7um dxds + no [ [ \um\Po dxds jj  j  çl v  0  j  çl j  q j  çl 
-(Cl + W / + C(^)) ^  (3.2.4) 2i j  o j  Cl 
1 
2 (3.2.3) 
< 9II/"I||l2(Q) + dMlz,2(fi); 
i.e. 
^fnum(t) dx + ^ A(x)Vum • Vum dxds + (jU0 - <^(Ci + J0 Jn lu"lP0 dxds 
< C(5)T(Ci + -)meas(fî) + -||/m||L2(Q) + g 
(3.2.5) 
where meas(Vt) is a measure of fl. Since we may choose S such that Hq — S{C\-\-^) > 0 and 
{(wm,/ffl)} is a minimizing sequence, {um} is uniformly bounded in L°°(0, T; L2{tt)) D 
L2(0, T; JYo(fi))nLPo (Q). Now we can extract a subsequence, still denoted by {(wm, /m)}, 
such that 
um —^ u weakly in L2(0, T ; £^(ft)) fl LP0(Q) 
um û weakly-* in L°°(0, T; L2(Q)) 
/m -A / weakly in L2(Q). 
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Let u G B defined by (3.1.7) be an arbitrary function. Consider 
J f ( u m ) ivdxdt  = - J  J^A(x)Vum -Vv dxdt  — J  j ^{um )vdxdt  
— f  f  a(x)umv dxdt  + f  f  fmv dxdt  
Jo Ja Jo Ja 
< ||A(X)Vuto||L2(Q)||VU||L2(Q) + c2\\um\\pj°p o(qj\\v\\ lp0(q) 
+ ||«(x)||L=(fi)|hm||L2(Q)||y||L2(i5) + ||/m ||L2(<3) |M|L2(Q) 
— ^3^11 A(x)Vnm||£,2(Q) + ||um||y>0(Q) + ||a(x)||L00(îî) ||uto||L2((3) + ||/m||.L2(<3)) |M|s-
Therefore, {(um)t} is bounded in B*. Since B* is reflexive we have 
(um) t  —^ ù weakly in B*, 
and, as can easily be seen, ù = û t .  Now, we will show um —> û strongly in L2(Q). Let's 
c o n s i d e r  / 7 q ( 0 )  w h e r e  s  >  1  i s  s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e .  W e  t a k e  s  s o  l a r g e  t h a t  C  L P o ( Q ) .  
Then we have LPo(0, T ; H q( C I ) )  C B ,  i.e., B *  C L«>-i (0, T  ;  H ~ s ( V l ) ) .  Let 
E = {« G I"(0, T; ^ (O)), G ^^"(0, T; #-'(M))}. 
We know that the injection H q( Q )  —> L2($l) is compact by the Sobolev Embedding 
Theorem and 
#d(n) c i"(n) c ^ -'(n). 
By a compactness theorem in Banach spaces [25, p.271], the injection of E  into L 2 ( Q )  
i s  c o m p a c t .  S o  u m  — >  û  s t r o n g l y  i n  L 2 ( Q )  w h i c h  i n  t u r n  i m p l i e s  u m  — ï  û  a . e .  i n  Q .  
Let ip G C(0,T;i?o(ft) A LPo(tt)) and e > 0 be given. Since {um} is uniformly 
bounded in lpo(q), there is a constant ci > 0 such that 
I IUmlIKrè)  +  INKio)  S  Cl-  (3 .2 .6 )  
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Moreover, there exist constants Ci(po), C^Po) > 0 such that 
(  J  |$(u)|po-i dxdt) p° < [ J  (Mi\u\Po~1  + M2)^ dxdt) p° 
aPO PO .  P0- 1  ^ ^ (3.2.7) 
< C\{pa)Mx II^II^po^Q) + C2(po)M2 
where the constants Mi and M2 are defined by (1.11). Note that / \ip\Po dxdt < 00 so jq 
that by the absolute continuity of integrals, there exists a fi  > 0 such that if s is a 
measurable subset of Q and meas(S) < fj, then 
f [  MP0 dxdt)™ < J (3.2.8) 
/ 2(Ci(po)MiCi + C2(po)M2) ^ ^ 
where the constants C\, C1 (po) and Cg(po) are defined by (3.2.6) and (3.2.7). Now by 
the Egoroff's Theorem we know that there exists a measurable subset F C Q such that 
meas(Q \  F) < min(e, h) and um —y û uniformly in F. Consider 
I f  (${um )  ~  $(û))(pdxdt  jq 
< f | ($(um )  -  $(u))  v l  dxdt  + f | ($(um )  -  $(£))  ip\  dxdt .  
J  F  JQ\F 
Since um —> û uniformly in F, there is a M > 0 such that for m > M, 
J p  l ($(«m) -  $(«))  <p\ dxdt  < 
On the other hand, by (3.2.6), (3.2.7) and (3.2.8), we obtain 
[  | ($(um )  -  $(u))  <p\dxdt  < [  |<t>(um )  <p\  dxdt  + [  |$(S)  </?|  dxdt  jq\f jq\f jq\f 
< (y  ^ |$(um ) |po-i  dxdt)  P 0  (  j  F \ f \ p°  dxdt)  F 0  
Q\F '  v  JQ\F 
+  ( f  ^  | $ ( w ) | M - ^  d x d t )  p°  ( J  ^  \ < p \ P 0  dxdt)p° 
< (Ci(po)MiCi + C2(po)M;,)( / |^r 
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Combining the last two relations we have 
J  $ ( u m ) i p d x d t — y  J  <3>(û) ipdxdt asm—y oo. 
Therefore («,/) satisfies the equations (3.1.8), i.e., ( u , f )  E Vad- Then the fact that the 
functional is lower semi-continuous implies that 
inf J(«,/)= lim J(u^,/^)>J(«,/). (uj)evad m—too 
Hence (u, /) is an optimal solution for (OP). 
3.3 Dynamics of optimal control solutions 
Theorem 3.3.1 Assume thatw E H^fl), W E Lp°(fl), E H2(fï)C\Hl(ft)nLP0(ft), 
satisfies (3.1.2) and F is defined by (3.1.5). If, in addition, hypotheses (3.1.1), 
(3.1.3) and (3.1.4) hold. Let (u,f) be the solution of (OP). Then the optimal solution 
û as a function of the parameter 7 satisfies 
lim ||«(T) — W||0 = 0 . 
proof: Let ( u , f )  be an arbitrary pair satisfying the parabolic equation (1.7)-(1.9). 
Writing V in place of and setting v = u — V we obtain: 
v t  — div [A(x)Vu] + $(u) — 0(F) + o(x)y 
=  f - F  (f,x) E (0,T) x ft 
(3.3.1) 
v  —  0 (f,x) E (0, T )  x d f l  
v ( 0 , x )  —  w  — V(0,x) x € ft 
By the results in [2, p.38, Theorem 3.1] we guarantee the existence of ù satisfying 
û t  — div [A(x)Vû] + $(u) + (a(x) + k0)ù = g (t, x) E (0, T )  x  f l  
û = 0 (f,x)€(0,r)xgn (3.3.2) 
5(0, x) — w x E ft 
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where g = V t  — div [A(x)VV] + $(y) + (g(x) + k0)V and ko > 0 is a constant to be 
determined. 
Denote 
û = and / = (3.3.3) 
Then the pair (5, /) satisfies (3.3.1), i.e., we have 
5, - div [A(x)VÛ] + $(û) - $(y) + (o(x) + Ab)û = 0 (3.3.4) 
By the same way in the proof of Theorem 3.2.2, we obtain 
1 d 
2 dt  (z)H3 + / A(x)w - vûdx + /($(«) - $(y))(û - y) (/x 
+ J (a(x) + k 0 )v 2  dx = 0. 
By our assumption (1.10) and (1.11) we have 
+  2 ( f c 0  -  C i ) | | û ( i ) | | o  <  0 .  
Multiplying by e2('=o-C'i)< an(j integrating with respect to t 
11^)112 < e-^-^)*||^(0)||g and ||2(T)||g < e-^^)^||6(0)||g. (3.3.5) 
pt 
Now we need an estimate for J \\f — F\\ldt. 
J o  J o  
520&(1-C™2lt,™Cl,T)l|5(°)l|-' 
Let us consider the dynamics of optimal solution 
2 /T ^ fT ( T )  - W \\l< y(-||6(T) - w\\l + l f o  II/-F||2d t )  
<  f ( f  i | s ( r )  -  w w i + 1 -  £  y / -  f \ \ l d t )  
< |(r||»(r) -  v(r)||s + t\\v(t) - w\\\ + % £ \\f- f\\ldt) 
= 2||5(T) -  vmii; + 2\\V(T) - W\\l 11/- F||S dt 
(3.3.6) 
(3.3.7) 
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Combining (3.3.5), (3.3.6) and (3.3.7) we finally arrive at 
||G(T) - iy||g < _ y(0)||2 + 2||y(T) - Mg 
-[l-e-2(fco-Cl)T]||u; - y ( 0 ) | | o .  
(3.3.! 
2T(^-Ci ) '  
It remains to prove lim ||u(T) — H7||0 — 0. Let e > 0 be given. There exists a k0  such 
that 
2e-2(fco-c1)T||iy _ y(0)||2 < L 
Holding this k0  fixed and by (3.1.3), we may choose a 70 such that 
and 
—gLu _ _ v(0)ns c f 
Thus we obtain that ||û(T) — VF||0 < e for each 7 G [O,70].  
Proposition 3.3.1 Assume that w £ #o(0), W € LPo(£l), € H2(Q) fl H q(£1) fl 
LPo(fI), satisfies (3.1.2) and F is defined by (3.1.5). If, in addition, hypotheses 
(3.1.1), (3.1.3) and (3.1.4) hold. Let (û,/) be the solution of (OP). Then there exist 
positive constants K\ and K2 depending on 7,  T and C\ defined by (1-10) such that 
it (,) _ yW(,)||g < _ yM(o)||g + - y(T)(r)ll2 Vf e [o,T]. 
proof: Writing V in place of and setting v = u — V we obtain: 
v t  — div [A(x)Vû] + 0(G) — $(V) + a(x)v 
=  f ~ F  
v = 0 
y(0, x) = w — y(0,x) 
(/,x) e (o,T) x n 
(t,x) e (0, T) x dtt 
x e 
(3.3.9) 
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By the same way in the proof of Theorem 3.2.2, we obtain 
1 d (Z) | | o+  /  A(x)V2-VWx+ / ($ («) -$(y) ) («-y)dx+ /  o(x)^dx  
2a '^  
< gllf - F\\l + -||u||o-
By our assumption (1.10) and (1.11) we have 
^•||w(t)||o < (1 + 2Ci)||y||o + 11/ — ^llo-
By Gronwall's inequality, 
116(0113 < e<1+2C,»'(l|ti(0)||S + £ | | / -  F\\idt). (3.3.10) 
Now we need the estimate of last term in (3.3.10). Let f — F — v where v is defined in 
the proof of Theorem 3.4.1. Using (3.3.5) we have 
. .  _ 2 /T ,  
7 
j f  I I / - F \ \ U t  < ^(|||S(T) - W\\l + 11/- F\\ldt) 
2 , T . .  
< 
7 V2 11 
2T 
< 
— \ \ u 7 
2 T , 
< 
—e ' 
7 
2 T . 
< —e-
7 
9 T  r T  (T) -y(T) | |g  +  —| |y (T) -Mg+ /  
7 JO 
2T | 
7 
(3.3.11) 
9T 
7 
1 _ e-2(l-C,)T 
'k-miio.  2(1 — C \ )  
Combining (3.3.10) and (3.3.11) this proposition is proved. 
3.4 The semidiscrete (spatially discrete) approximations 
In order to compute the optimal solutions, we need to discretize this problem in 
both time and space. In this section, we will discretize the spatial variables by finite 
element methods. We choose a finite dimensional subspace Xh C Hq(SI). This subspace 
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is parameterized by the parameter h that tends to zero; commonly, this parameter is 
chosen to be some measure of the grid size in a subdivision of fl into finite elements. 
One may choose subspace Xh that can be used for finding finite element solutions of 
parabolic equations. Thus, concerning these subspace, we make the following standard 
assumptions. First we have the approximation property: there exist an integer k > 1 
and a constant C' > 0, independent of h and w such that 
inf {||tv - wh||0 + /&||V(tu - iv/OHo} 
(3.4.1) 
Vtoe^(n)n^(n) ,  i<m<t .  
Now writing V in place of we introduce an auxiliary element Vh £ determined 
by 
/ vti - ^ = / vy. e (3.4.2) 
Jn Ja  
The existence of such a Vh follows form the well-known results of the finite element 
methods for parabolic equation [2, Thomee]. Furthermore, under the assumption that 
there is a k > 1 such that 
y e r=(o, T; #*((])) n c([o, r]; #%), (3.4.3) 
the following error estimates hold; 
||%(f) - mill < Ci^-'||y||t < Ci^-'||y||^(o,T,mm) 
(3.4.4) 
||H(0 — ^(t)||o < c2/ife||y||fc < c 2hk\\v\\Loo(0<T;Hk^, 
where Ci and C2 are constants depending on ft only. By differentiating (3.4.2) with 
respect t, we see that dtVh(t) satisfies an equation similar to (3.4.2) so that under the 
assumption 
&y <5 r°(0, T; ^ (fl)) n C([0, T]; #%), (3.4.5) 
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We have the error estimates 
p.vk(i) - a,v(«)||i < c^'-'naviu < c1A*-1i|a,v'i|i=.(0iT;H»(n)) 
(3.4.6) 
\\e,vh(t) - d,y(!)||o < c2A'||d,i/||t < 
By differentiating (3.4.2) twice with respect t, we see that d tVh(t) also satisfies an equa­
tion similar to (3.4.2) so that under the assumption 
e r°(o, r; ^ (^)) n c([o, T]; ^ (n)). (3.4.7) 
We have the error estimates 
IId t tvh(t) — dttv(t)\\i  < Ci||a«y||i < Ciiidttyn^oo^.Ti-ff1^)) 
(3.4.8) 
| |d ttVh(t) — duV(t) ||o < C2h s\\d ttV\\ s  < C2/i*||ôt(y||Loo(oIr;H'(n)) Vs G [0,1]; 
in particular, 
\\dttVh(t) — d ttV(t) ||o < C2||a«y||o < C2\\d t tV\\Loo {0 jT .mm .  (3.4.9) 
We can choose F h as 
f  Fh(t) 4>h dx = (d tVh(t), (f)h) + f  [A(x) W h ( t ) ] - V ( j ) h d x +  f  $(Vh)<f>hdx 
a n (3.4.10) 
+ a(x)Vh 4>h dx V(f>h e Xh ,  a.e. t G (0, T). 
We now define the space Y h  —  { f h  =  y  h  +  F h  :  y  h  G Xh} for the approximate distributed 
controls. Denote 
Jk(uk ,h) = |  I I  uh(T) -  W\\l +^j f T  | |A(<)  -  Fk(t)f0dt. (3.4.11) 
Once the finite element space Xh has been chosen, we define the semidiscrete(spatially 
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discrete) approximation of the optimal control problem as follows. 
seek a pair ( û h , f h )  € x Y/, such that J h { û h , f h )  is minimized 
subject to the semidiscrete parabolic equations; 
(SE-OP) (d tuh(t), fa) + f [A(x)Vua(£)] • Vfa dx+ f §(uh)fadx 
J £2 J £2 
+ [ a(pt)uh fa dx = f fh(t) 4>h dx. \jfaeXh ,  a.e. t £ (0,T) 
J £2 «/ £2 
where the functional Jh is defined by (3.4.11). 
Theorem 3.4.1 Assume that w G H q(Q , ) ,  W  G L V o(Q), G H2(Cl) D H q ( H )  fl 
jLPo(f2), yW satisfies (3.1.2), is defined by (3.4-2) and Fh is defined by (3.4-10). 
If, in addition, hypotheses (3.1.1), (3.1.3), (3.1.4), (3.4-3),(3.4-5) and (3.4-7) hold. Let 
(uhJh) be the solution of (SE-OP). Then for all e > 0, there exist positive constants 70 
such that if "f < Jo then 
list(r) - w\\l < c + 3ë,/,2t||i/h'||i„(0]Ti„,((1)) 
where C2 is  def ined by (3-4-4)•  
proof: Let (Uh,fh) be an arbitrary pair satisfying the following equation: 
{d tu h ( t ) , fa)  + (  [A(x)Vu^(^)] • Vfa dx + f  $(u h )  fa dx  
Q Ja (3.4.12) 
+ J a(x)uh fadx = fh(t) fa dx V fa G Xh ,  a.e. t G (0, T). 
Subtracting (3.4.12) from (3.4.10) and setting Vh = Uh — Vh we obtain 
(d tvh(t),fa) + f [ A ( x ) V v h ( t ) ] - V f a d x  +  [  ( $ ( u h ) - $ { V h ) ) f a d x  
" " (3.4.13) 
+ f a(x)vh 4>h dx = f  ( f h  -  F h )  f a  d x  V fa G Xh ,  a.e. t G (0, T). 
v £2 J £2 
Let fh = Fh — k0Vh where k0  > 0 is a constant to be determined and fa = Vh in (3.4.13) 
then we have 
1 d 
2Â \\vh(t)\\l + Ja  A(x)Wvh • Vvh dx + jf ($(u/,) ~ $(Vh))(uh - Vh) dx 
+ (a(x) + k0)vl dx = 0. 
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By our assumption (1.10) and (1.11) we have 
jj . \ \vh{t)\\o + 2(&o ~ Cl)||y/i(^)||o ^ 0-
Multiplying by e2( fco-Ci)< an(j integrating with respect to t 
KMIIg  <  e -^-^)1 |^ (0) | | g  and  | | u , ( r ) | | g  <  e -^ -^^ | | ^ (0) | |  
fT Now we need an estimate for / \ \ f h  —  F h \ \ 0 d t .  Jo 
r u A -^ i io^  j  0 v 0 o dt 
Let us consider the dynamics of semi discrete optimal solution. 
\ \ M T ) - w \ \ l < f ( ^ \ \ M T ) - w i \ l  +  ^ f a  | |Â- f tHS<«)  
 ^ - W\\l JQ I IA -  FkWldt) 
< 3||«»(T) - Vi(T)||5 + 3||H(T) - V(T)\\l + 3||V(T) - Wf0  
~*~t fo ^ISo^-
Combining (3.4.14), (3.4.15) and (3.4.16) we finally arrive at 
l|S»(T) - W\\l < Ze-^~c^T\\wh - Vi(0)||S + 3||VUT) - V(T)\\l 
+3||V(T) - W\\l + 2r(^° Ci)[l - e-2<1--c-)T)||„1 - vi(0)||S. 
Let e > 0 be given. There exists a ko such that 
3e-2(i,-C1)T||„ji _ VA(0)||g <  
Holding this ko fixed and by (3.1.3), we may choose a 70 such that 
e 
and 
3||yW(T) _ < _ 
70^0 ^ _ g-2(to-C:)T]||^ _ ^^||2 < ^ 
2T( to-Ci ) '  3  
Thus the theorem is proved. 
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3.5 Two-dimensional numerical simulations 
We now consider a gradient method to compute the optimal solution subject to 
following semilinear parabolic equations. 
ut — Au -f" u? — u = f (t,  x) G (0, T1) x f2, 
' it = 0 (£, x) G (0, T )  x d f l ,  (3.5.1) 
u (0 ,x)  =  iu(x)  x  G f i  
Let (Tjv = {^n}^o be a partition of [0,T] into iV equal intervals, A t  —  T / N ,  t 0  = 0 and 
tff = T. Denote 
The fully discretized functional is given by 
J"(5t,A) = |||< - W\\l + }At jr ||A(<) - a(«)II:. (3.5.2) 
Z Z  n-1 
Due to the forward-in-time nature of the state equations and the backward-in-time 
nature of the adjoint equations, any practical algorithm would involve a split of the 
optimality system into two parts. Thus fully discrete optimality system consists of 
• the state equation 
»r' )<Mx + ^  Vu; • v*. dx + /j<)3 * dx 
- f unh cj)h dx = f fl 4>h dx V ^ G  Xh (3.5.3) 
J ÇI J ÇI 
with initial condition: u°h = Wh(x) 
e the adjoint equation 
~h ~ <l"'dx + L V(r' 'v* dx + i 3«)2 fir1 * rfx 
-  jf  =  0  V^eXt  (3-5 .4)  
with terminal condition: — T(u^ — M7) 
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The optimal control variable /£ is related to the adjoint state ££ by 
rn rpn ^ (-n— 1 J h  —  —  ~ t h  '  
Let J h ( k )  = Jh( i ï h ( k ) , f h ( k ) ) ,  where •) is given by (3.5.2) and k  is the iteration 
counter of the gradient algorithm. In the algorithm, r will denote a prescribed tolerance 
used to test for the convergence of the functional. The gradient algorithm proceeds as 
follows. 
• initialization: 
(i) choose r and fh(0); set k = 0 and e = 1; 
(ii) solve for the starting state Uft(0) from (3.5.3) with fh — fh(0); 
(iii) evaluate 
• main loop: 
(iv) set k — k + 1; 
(v) solve for (h(k) from (3.5.4) with Uh = Uh{k — 1); 
(vi) set f h ( k )  =  f h ( k  - 1) - e (7( f h ( k  -  1) -  F h )  +  & ( & ) ) ;  
(vii) solve for iïh(k) from (3.5.3) with fh — fh(k); 
(viii) evaluate Jh{k)\ 
(ix) if Jh{k) > Jh(k — 1), set e = 0.5e and go to (vi); otherwise, continue; 
(x) if I j h { k )  -  j h { k  —  1)|/| j h { k ) \  >  T, set e = mm(1.5e, 1) and go to (iv); 
otherwise, stop. 
The bulk of the computational costs are found in the backward-in-time solution of 
the adjoint equation in step (v) and the forward-in-time solution of the state equation 
in step (vii). We use time lag to linearize the semilinear parabolic equation, i.e., we use 
f (u^~1)2 u1^ (f>h dx instead of f (w£)3 <ph dx in (3.5.3). j  £2 j  £2 
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Here are some detailed data of the example. We choose the domain ft — (0,1) x (0,1) 
(i.e., the unit square). We consider two sets of data (the terminal time T, the initial 
c o n d i t i o n  w  a n d  t h e  t a r g e t  f u n c t i o n  W ) :  
T= 1, 
DATA I. w — 0, 
W — sin(7ra;) sin(7ry). 
DATA II. 
T = 1, 
w — 0, 
IV = 1 = yi yi Anm sin(nTrx) sm(rmry) 
m = l  n— 1  
where Anm — 
4[ ( - l ) " - l ] [ ( - l )™-l ]  
n m w  
For each data set we consider two choices of V^\ In the case of DATA I, first we 
choose 
= W = sin(7rx) sin(7ry) 
and 
yw =  f ty .  
Second we choose yM as a steady-state function, i.e., 
yM = w 
In the case of DATA II, first we choose 
M-, N-, 
sin(n7rx) s'm(mny) 
m = l  n= 1  
where M7 , iV7  —y oo as 7 —» 0 (e.g., M7 and are the integer part of the decimal 
number [1000 + ln(l/7)].) and 
y M =ztyW. 
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Second we choose as a steady-state function, i.e., 
y( i )  _  
In all cases, it can be verified that and satisfy assumptions (3.1.1), (3.1.2), 
(3.1.3) and (3.1.4). For DATA I the admissible state and the target state have matching 
boundary conditions (both have homogeneous boundary conditions.) For DATA II the 
admissible state and the target function have nonmatching boundary conditions. For 
both data sets the optimal solutions did a good job of tracking the target functions in 
the interior at the terminal time T (Tables 3.1 and 3.2). The optimal solutions of second 
cases (yM are steady-state functions) furnish good matchings to the target state even 
for t — T/2, T/5 and Tj 10 (Tables 3.3 and 3.4). 
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Table 3.1 W = sin(Trz) sin(7rt/) and — t W^\ 
r—
i 
II o
 
rH II O 
o
 
T—
H II ?- 7 = 0.1 II o
 
o
 
1—
' 
H T )  - W||o • 103 2.416931 2.411342 2.355052 1.754410 1.107353 
Table 3.2 W  =  1  and V & )  =  t  
II t—i
 
O
 
o
 
II i—>
 
o
 
7 = 1 7 = 0.1 r
-
H O
 
o
 
II <-
\ \ u ( T ) - W \ \ o - 1 0 2  9.234190 9.222508 9.170293 8.347707 4.141871 
Table 3.3 W = sin(Trx) sin(7ry) and is a steady-state function. | 7 — ÎO 7 = 1 7 = 0.1 II O O h-i 
\ \ u ( T ) -  W \ \ 0 -  105 |  3.852836 3.821628 3.378629 2.933585 
\ u ( T / 2 ) - W \ \ o - 1 0 3  |  1.474637 1.474633 1.474747 1.974137 O
 
i-H 0 1 
K
? 
_
3_ 
5.134306 5.134306 5.134319 5.179989 
HT/10) - W||o • 101 | 1.641943 1.641943 1.641944 1.645492 
Table 3.4 W and is a steady-state function. 
7 = 10 7 - l  7 = 0.1 7 = 0.01 
||u(T) - W||0 • 102 9.555906 9.489303 8.548089 4.184522 
\ u ( T / 2 )  —  W||0 •  102 9.672858 9.672652 9.669354 12.37950 
\ \ u ( T / 5 )  —  l ^ | | o  •  101 1.506499 1.506500 1.506514 1.842022 
||u(T/10) — ty||0 • îo1 3.093821 3.093814 3.093856 3.424358 
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4 CONCLUSION 
In this thesis, we studied terminal-state tracking optimal control problems for both 
linear and semilinear parabolic equations. We also explored the connection between op­
timal control problems and exact/approximate controllability problems. New achieve­
ments of this thesis in the linear case include: 
• We constructed an reference function F that resulted in an optimal solution that 
approached the target state W more effectively. 
• We derived and justified an explicit solution formulae for optimal control problems 
and exact controllability problems. 
• We allowed the target state W and admissible state u to have nonmatching bound­
ary conditions. 
Our contributions in the semilinear case include: 
• We proved that the optimal solutions as a function of the parameter 7 provide a 
family of functions that solves the approximate controllability problem. 
• We demonstrated similar approximate controllability results in the semi discrete 
case (finite element approximations). 
• We implemented a gradient algorithm for solving the optimal control problems and 
numerically investigated the controllability properties of the optimal solutions. 
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In the future, we will explore parallel algorithms for computing optimal solutions 
in two dimensions (with semilinear parabolic constraints). As we mentioned before, 
the bulk of the computational costs are found in the forward-in-time solution of the 
state equation and the backward-in-time solution of the adjoint equation in the gradient 
algorithm. It is possible that a parallel algorithm can be used to solve those equations. 
We will also study the approximate controllability problem for the semilinear parabolic 
equations wherein the control acts on an open and nonempty subset of fi. We will also 
explore the case of boundary controls. 
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